ofBcers of the Section were elected to hold office till the December meeting, 1913: Professor D. R. Curtiss, Chairman; Professor H. E. Slaught, Secretary; Professor A. L. Underhill, member of the program committee. The election of officers regularly occurs at the December meeting, but was not held in 1912 on account of the merging of the Section meeting in that of the Society at Cleveland. In connection with the election, the following resolution was unanimously adopted: That the Section favors the continuation of the custom of having a formal address from the Chairman upon his retirement from office. It was felt that there are too few papers giving a general survey of any field in mathematics and that this custom would insure at least a periodic opportunity of this kind.
Under the head of "informal notes and queries" several questions were briefly discussed, including a statement by Professor W. H. Roever with respect to the drawing of figures in space and the need by mathematicians of a better understanding of the principles involved. This need was acknowledged and the hope was expressed that we might have some adequate texts in English which could be used in outlining a course in this subject.
The following papers were presented at this meeting:
(1) DR. T. H. GRONWALL: "On various summation methods and their application to Fourier's series."
(2) DR. R. E. ROOT: "Limits in terms of order, with example of limiting element not approachable by a sequence." (3) PROFESSOR L. C KARPINSKI: "John Caswell." (4) PROFESSOR KARPINSKI: "The Whetstone of Witte." (5) PROFESSOR R. P. BAKER: "The topology of logical diagrams." (6) PROFESSOR BAKER: "The construction of the lines of a complex from given lines by ruler only." (7) PROFESSOR W. O. BEAL: "Concerning the stability of the eighth satellite of Jupiter." (8) PROFESSOR G. A. MILLER: "On the representation groups of given abstract groups."
(9) Miss MILDRED L. SANDERSON : " A fundamental theorem in the theory of modular invariants" (preliminary report).
(10) MR. W. L. MISER: "On the solutions of linear homogeneous differential equations with elliptic function coefficients" (preliminary report). (23) DR. S. LEFSCHETZ: "The base for algebraic (r -1)-spreads immersed in an r-spread, with some applications." (24) PROFESSOR E. L. DODD: "A justification of empirical probability based upon an unknown a priori probability." and shows that when a function f(x) has a generalized derivative of order k at a point XQ, then at this point the kth. derivatives of the partial sums V n of the Fourier series corresponding to f(x) tend toward the kth generalized derivative of f(x) for n = oo {Bulletin de V Académie Belgique des Sciences, 1908) .
In the present paper, Dr. Gronwall studies the relation between this summation method and that of Cesàro founded upon successive arithmetical means; the following propositions are established:
1. When a series u 0 + u\ + • • • + u n + • • • is summable by Cesàro's means of any given order r, it is also summable by de la Vallée PousshVs process, with the same sum.
II. There exist series summable by de la Vallée Poussin's process, which are not summable by Cesàro's means of any finite order.
III. When fix) has a generalized derivative of order k at x = xo, then at this point the kth derivatives of the Cesàro means of order k + 1 of the Fourier series corresponding to fix) converge toward the Mi generalized derivative of fix).
Thus de la Vallée Poussin's theorem is implied by III (on account of I), but does not imply III (by reason of II).
2. While the conditions used in the paper by Dr. Root are fulfilled by any simply ordered class, provision is made for multiple interpretation of its postulates and theorems. The work pertains to a class of elements q of arbitrary character with a relation B of the type of " betweenness." The properties postulated for this relation are such as to persist under composition of systems. The relation B replaces betweenness in the definition of segment, and an element q is said to be a limiting element of any set that has an element distinct from q in every segment containing q. Certain fundamental theorems, including the proposition that every derived class is closed, result from the type of the system, without postulates. Very mild assumptions lead to a theory of multiple and iterated limits of functions, including as a special case the usual theorems on sequences of continuous functions. An additional postulate leads to a form of the Heine-Borel theorem, and to theorems on bounds of functions on a compact class. A sequence of elements is said to have the limit q if every segment containing q contains all but a finite number of elements of the sequence. On the basis of the postulates this definition of limit fulfils the conditions specified by Fréchet, thus securing, by means of the sequential definition of limiting element of class, a considerable body of theorems developed by Fréchet, Hedrick, and Hildebrandt. There arise, then, two parallel theories, of about equal extent, one based on the neighborhood definition of limiting element, the other on the sequential definition. That these two theories are not equivalent is shown by an example of a simply ordered class fulfilling all the postulates of the paper and possessing a limiting element that is not the limit of any sequence of elements of the class.
3. Little has been known about the life of the English mathematician John Caswell (1655-1712), a contemporary of Wallis and the author of a somewhat notable work on trigonometry. Professor Karpinski has gathered the facts of his life largely from the publications of the Oxford Historical Society. Some light is thrown also on the general conditions with respect to the study of mathematics in the English universities during the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries. The paper is to appear in the Bibliotheca Mathematica.
4. Some time ago the editor of the Bibliotheca Mathematica suggested the desirability of a study of Robert Recorde's " The Whetstone of Witte/' with a view to determining the real contributions of this work to the development of algebra and algebraic symbolism. Professor Karpinski has made such a study. The net result would seem to be that the most noteworthy contribution of Recorde was the introduction of the equality sign. The works of Stifel, Scheybl, and Cardan were largely drawn upon by him. However Recorde contributed to the advance of the study of mathematics by furnishing in the English language excellent treatises from a pedagogical point of view.
5.
In this paper Professor Baker shows that in a finite logical field two features are desirable, namely, integrity of the class regions and integrity of neighborhood. With line segments, as used by some writers, the first property is not available for n > 2. The second fails when areas are used when n ^ 4. The first can always be obtained with areas. The plane representation is of lower genus than the Dyck representation of the corresponding abstract group. This reduction of genus occurs in other groups, which cannot be generated by two elements. The redundant generators used by Dyck in the case of infinite groups are not needed in finite groups, and they raise the genus. The minimum genus is given by a Cayley color diagram.
6. Plücker's construction of a complex, followed by many texts, uses the hyperboloid determined by three lines and its intersections with one of the others. Cases exist in which all possible intersections are complex. To avoid this is desirable. The ruler construction which Professor Baker uses is based on incidences of lines and uses only planes of constructional lines.
7. Using the elements of the orbit of the eighth satellite of Jupiter given by Crommelin in volume 75, page 50 et seq., of the Monthly Notices, Professor Beal shows by applying the well-known criterion of stability which follows from Jacobi's integral, that the motion is stable, that is, that this satellite cannot become an independent asteroid. This is contrary to the conclusion reached by Kobb in the Bulletin Astronomique of 1908, page 414, from the first provisional elements that were given out from the Greenwich Observatory.
8. The abstract group G is said to be a representation group (Darstellungsgruppe) of the finite abstract group (?', whenever G is one of the largest groups involving a quotient group which is simply isomorphic with G' as regards a subgroup M that is both in the central and also in the commutator subgroup of Cr. A number of fundamental theorems relating to representation groups were developed by I. Schur in two memoirs published in volumes 127 and 132 of Crelle. The present paper aims to establish some new results relating to these groups, and to derive some of the known theorems by simpler methods. Additional relations existing between the theory of representation groups and known theorems of abstract groups are also developed, especially as regards metabelian groups.
Among the theorems which have been established by Professor Miller are the following: Every possible group contains at least one commutator besides identity which is commutative with at least one of its elements. Every non-cyclic abelian group has at least two distinct representation groups, and there are infinite systems of representation groups of abelian groups whose commutator subgroups involve operators which are not commutators. If the square of an operator is commutative with another operator, their commutator is transformed into its inverse by the former of these two operators, and if a commutator is commutative with one of its two elements, its order is a divisor of the index of the lowest power to which this element must be raised to be commutative with the other element. The order of every representation group of a group of order p m , p being a prime number, is of the form p m ', and the orders of all of its commutators are divisors of p m " 1 . 
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where the \pij(t) are elliptic functions whose primitive periods are co, co', and whose poles are of order one. When the n roots of the indicial equation for each singular point are all distinct modulo unity, it is shown how single-valued doubly periodic functions <j>j(f) can be determined so that the general solution is
where the £;y are regular functions in the whole finite part of the plane.
11. In this paper Professor Carmichael proposes a new law of action among the ultimate mechanical units of matter. The law is suggested by the behavior of the Brownian particles as they are observed under the microscope, and especially under the ultra-microscope. As an analytical expression of the law we have the following: As the distance x between any two particles of matter varies, the force of attraction varies as f(x), where %AJ %\y *{/ lA/ «4, a6, fls, " ' • being properly determined constants. These constants are in general different for different kinds of matter. Corresponding to the fact that a particular kind of matter may in general exist in three and but three forms, namely, as a solid, a liquid, a gas, are certain relations among the constants a 4 , a 6 , • • •. Other fundamental properties of matter also have their analytic correspondents; as, for instance, the fact that all gases have so nearly the same physical properties. The value of this law in the explanation of the processes of nature will depend on how well it lends itself to the use of the experimenter. Immediately it suggests numerous tests to be applied in the laboratory and it would thus appear to be an instrument of value.
12. The object of Professor Carmichaers second paper is to prove the impossibility of certain interesting diophantine equations and systems of equations. In two cases the argument is carried out by means of Fermat's famous method of "infinite descent." The paper will be offered for publication in the American Mathematical Monthly.
13. In his third paper Professor Carmichael obtains a double parameter solution of each of several diophantine equations of which the following are typical:
14. The problem under consideration by Professor Moulton is that in which an infinitesimal body moves subject to the attraction of two finite masses. Orbits of ejection and collision are those in which the infinitesimal body leaves one of the finite bodies and collides with the other one. The existence of infinitely many of these orbits is established. They are of importance in the consideration of the escape of molecules from the atmosphere of one body to another, and also in the consideration of periodic orbits, because certain types of these orbits are the limits of families of periodic orbits.
15. Professor Shaw's paper is a deduction of the properties of a Clifford algebra of N dimensions from the defining equation a(3 = -/3a + la/3. A Clifford algebra is one whose units consist of a fundamental set i\, • • •, i n , their products two at a time, three at a time, etc., with the equations
16. The integral equations considered by Professor Wilczynski are linear equations, both of the Volterra and the Fredholm form, and include equations of the first as well as of the second kind. The novelty consists in the form of the integral which is regarded, in the simplest case, as an open line integral independent of the path.
17. In terms of a general class P which admits a development A as defined by E. H. Moore, Drs. Pitcher and Chittenden have developed a theory analogous to that of Fréchet, in which the results obtained by Fréchet, Hedrick, Hildebrandt and others are secured through appropriate conditions on the development A of P.
18. Dr. Chittenden considers the immediate consequences of the definition of relatively uniform convergence of series of functions given by E. H. Moore, and shows that if the set Q of points, at which the measure of convergence of a series of functions defined on an interval (a, b) is greater than zero, is reducible, the series converges relatively uniformly as to a scale which admits a definition in terms of the given series and set Q. He shows further that if for a series of continuous functions there is a perfect set on which the set Q is dense, then the series converges relatively uniformly as to no scale function. Osgood has given examples of such series. 22. Consider a simply closed continuous rectifiable curve which divides the plane into an exterior and an interior. Professor Bliss shows that the interior of such a curve can be divided by a finite number of segments of straight lines into regions whose diameters are less than e, the number of auxiliary segments necessary being not greater than 4
iN^/e . The theorem has a number of applications, one of which may be of special interest. With its help Cauchy's theorem in the theory of functions can be easily proved for any rectifiable curve if it has first been deduced for a rectangle. The methods of Goursat and Moore are readily applicable to a rectangle, but involve difficulties when applied to a curve which is supposed only to be rectifiable, on account of the complicated way in which a rectifiable curve may intersect a straight line.
23. In this paper Dr. Lefschetz gives the extension to an rspread V r of the theory of the minimum base developed by Severi and Poincaré for algebraic surfaces. Let {$} and {^} be two continuous systems, oo 2 at least, of (r -l)-spreads immersed in V r , {<p} and {xf/} the systems, oo 2 at least, which they cut out on the general variety of a system {II}. Then if <p and \p are equivalent on II when the latter varies, the same holds for $ and ^, that is, there exists a continuous system in V r containing them both totally. If p, p' and a, <r f are the numbers of Picard and Severi for V r and II respectively, then p ^ p', a ^ a', from which follows the existence of a minimum base on V r . Hence if, for any system such as {II}, p' = a' = i 9 we have also p = a = 1.
In particular if V r has no singularities whatever, then all the (r -1)-spreads immersed in it are complete intersectionsa known result. Also if V r is the locus of oo 1 (r • -l)-flats then p = 2, a = 1. Hence if <j>i is an (r -1)-spread in such a V n ai its order, a; the order of its section by the flats, N the number of points common to r such spreads in V r , then Story's generalized formula, r N = 2aia 2 -• -a r -(r -l)/jjjai, i follows at once. Finally a new invariant number is introduced by considering the base cut out in the canonic system of V r , and it is shown to exist even if V r has no canonic system. 24. If an insurance company finds that, of 1,000 men of a given age, 990 are alive at the end of one year, what justifies the acceptance of .99 as the probability that a man of the given age will live at least a year? Dr. Dodd uses an unknown a priori probability in the following theorems. (1) Suppose that an event of unknown probability p has occurred just r times in s trials. Let the probability a priori that p lies in the interval I = (xi, Xi + 8) be I \p(x)dx; where \p(x) is limited and integrable; and, moreover, has a positive minimum in (0, 1), or at least in that portion of (o-, 1 -o) which remains when a finite number of sub-intervals such as (£ -<r, £ + k) are removed, a being taken small at pleasure. Then the probability a posteriori that p lies in I is greatest, with a chosen 5, when X\ -(r/s) + rj, where lim 5==00> 5=0 v -0, uniformly with respect to r. Roughly speaking: The most probable value of p is r/s when s is large enough. (2) If \[/(x) satisfies the conditions specified in (1), the probable value of p will differ from r/s by less than any preassigned positive e when s is large enough. (3) If \p(x) satisfies the conditions of (1), and Si additional (future) trials are to be made, then the most probable number of future occurrences is one (or possibly both-so to speak) of the two integers nearest to (r/s)si, provided that s, the number of past trials, is large enough. The first part of Professor Lunn's paper gives another proof of this reduction, of a more geometric character, extending the theorem, moreover, so as to assume simply that the molecules have kinetic spherical symmetry, that the mutual forces during an encounter are such as to conserve momentum and energy, and never lead to union of two molecules, and that a certain condition of convergence is satisfied. In all cases the kernel is a function of the absolute values of two local molecular velocities and of the angle S between them.
The second part of the paper shows that if the kernel be thought of as expanded in a series of Legendre polynomials in cos S, and the known functions in the integral equations in series of surface harmonics in the velocity space, then the corresponding expansions of the unknown functions are determined by the solution of certain Fredholm equations in the one-dimensional realm of the absolute value of the velocity.
The first term of the power series was shown by Hilbert to be the well-known Maxwell formula. The general form of the second term is here found to contain, besides the additive solutions of the homogeneous equations, only harmonics of the first and second orders, corresponding respectively to thermal gradient and viscous stress, and leading to a computation of the coefficients of thermal conduction and viscosity. The value of the latter coefficient given by Meyer, and that of the former resulting from one of Tait's equations, which seems to be little known but fits experimental conditions better than Meyer's, both prove to be only the first terms in series resulting from solution of the integral equations by iteration.
27. In this paper Professor Lunn points out an obscurity in Einstein's treatment of the theory of Brownian movements, which consists in reducing the problem to the differential equation of diffusion. An alternative treatment is suggested, based on a kind of property of transitivity of the distribution function, leading to a non-linear integral functional equation, of which the Fourier-Einstein formula gives a special solution. Other special solutions are found, such as to show that the integral equation alone does not imply either the differential equation or certain auxiliary conditions suggested by the physical problem. The question is raised whether the solution is determinate when these other conditions are included.
28. In the first paper by Professor Dickson, it is shown that all rational integral modular covariants of a system of forms in n variables are rational integral functions of a finite number of such modular covariants. The proof makes use of the universal covariants* of the general linear modular group and of a lemmaf which states that any set of monomial functions of n variables contains a finite number of functions M\, • » •, Mf, such that any function of the set is the product of some M» by a monomial function. The paper will appear in the Transactions.
29. The second paper by Professor Dickson gives a short, elementary proof of Kronecker's theorem that in a symmetrical matrix of rank r > 0 at least one principal minor of order r is not zero.
30. In the third paper by Professor Dickson, certain invariants and covariants of the ternary form F = b\Xi 2 + • • • + dixtfcz + • • • modulo 2 (later shown to form a fundamental system) were obtained by a study of the (infinite) projective geometry in which the homogeneous coordinates of a point are roots of any congruences modulo 2 with integral coefficients. The polar of the point (y) with respect to F is given by a determinant whose rows are «i, a 2 , a 3 ; yi, y 2 , yz\ and zi, s 2 , 23. The polar thus passes through (y) and the apex (a) of the conic F = 0. Any line through (a) is a tangent to the conic, whose line equation is thus K = a\U\ + a 2^2 * Transactions, vol. 12 (1911 ), p. 75. t Amer. Journal of Math., October, 1913 + a^Uz = 0. Since the a's are cogredient with the x's, the function A obtained by replacing xi by a* in F is an invariant, the discriminant of F. In the polar form, take
Xi X 2 Xs x\ xi xi is a covariant of F. For the typical non-degenerate form F = X\x 2 + xi, we have K = Xix^ixx + x 2 ), and the resulting three lines meet the conic in three points, which with the apex (0, 0, 1) define a complete quadrangle covariantly associated with the conic. The diagonal points of this quadrangle lie on the line x\ + x 2 + x$ = 0 (mod 2). Applying a linear transformation which replaces the special form F by the general one having A = 1, the special line yields the linear covariant
The invariant ftftft of L is an invariant of F. Forming the corresponding function for F -\-\K 2 , we obtain an invariant of F and K, from which we deduce a formal contravariant of the second order of F. L has the same relation to the latter that K had to F.
31. The object of Mr. McDonald's paper is: (1) To give a direct proof of the reciprocity theorem in the case of the number 2 based on the binomial theorem; (2) To show how the quadratic character of an odd number m with respect to an odd prime n may be determined, from the binomial theorem, without the separation of m into its factors; (3) To exhibit the identity between a certain function of m and n and the Legendre-Jacobi symbol (m/ri), when m and n are odd numbers. g(x, y, z) can be put into the form of a determinant of third order the elements of each of whose rows depend on one variable only, the values of the variables which satisfy the equation g(x, y, z) = 0 may be read off from a figure by drawing a straight line across three curves (d'Ocagne, Traité de Nomographic, page 132). As it is not always easy to decide whether g (x, y, z) can be given the determinant form, it is desirable to have conditions which permit us to answer this question. Dr. Gronwall in his valuable paper in the Liouville's Journal, series 6, volume 8, page 59, has given such conditions in the form of the existence of a common solution of two partial differential equations of second order. The criteria obtained in Professor Kellogg's paper demand for their application only the operations of differentiation and of the determination of the ranks of matrices. Incidentally differential conditions for the linear dependence of a set of functions of several variables are given. The paper will be offered to the Zeitschrift für Mathematik una Physik. This is also stated in homogeneous form, and generalized for p arguments. In the second section is treated the problem of expressing a form a™ n in p variables, as a finite expansion of order m in p arguments Ai (i = 1,^2, • • -, p), through the intermediary of the relations Ai = a 35. Struve's investigations have revealed two cases of libration, one of them of unusual magnitude, among the inner satellites of Saturn; so far only the most important librational terms in the longitudes of these satellites have been investigated. It is the aim of the present paper by Professor Laves to make a consistent study of the motions of all the four satellites as a whole and to determine the secular and librational inequalities in the eccentricities, perisaturnia, inclinations, and nodes, and to trace their influence on the longitudes of the satellites.
If a function
36. In a paper just published in CrelWs Journal (volume 142, page 165) Fejér has given two different limiting processes by each of which the magnitude of a finite jump of a function may be obtained from its Fourier development. There is a third method of doing the same thing which is such an immediate and obvious consequence of the generalized statement of Gibbs's phenomenon given by Professor Bôcher in the Annals of Mathematics, volume 7 (1906) , page 131, that it may be said to be substantially contained in that statement. If f{x) has at x Q a finite jump of magnitude D, one obtains in this way the formula
where S" denotes the sum of the first n + 1 terms of the Fourier development of f(x), and where 1 _ 2 /""si sm x ax. G This formula is similar to Fejer's formula (21), and perhaps even simpler than that formula. From it an analogue to his last formula on page 183 may at once be deduced. Very broad sufficient conditions on f(x) for the correctness of these formulas are readily obtained, and generalizations are easily made.
37. In Science et Méthode, pages 158-160, Poincaré, in effect, constructs a general category of all inductive principles on the basis of resemblance. In this category occur the principle of " complete induction " and certain analogous principles from which the former differs only by its certainty. The construction of the preceding general category depends itself upon the application of an inductive principle which seems not present in the category, The contradiction here presented by Mr. Schweitzer resembles the well-known contradiction of Richard.
38. The aims of Mr. Schweitzer's second paper are largely methodological: an attempt is made to describe the general logical position of mathematics as a heuristic science, to draw parallels between certain mathematical and philosophical authors, and to examine instances of the mathematical act. A definition of mathematics given by Peirce is adopted and is so interpreted as to recognize conflict as a part of mathematics. As leading examples of conceptual working hypotheses are discussed: (1) the principle of comparison, of which particular instances are the principles of Moore and Meinong; (2) the principle of continuation, of which a particular instance is the principle of permanence; (3) the principle of special situation; (4) the principle of the economy of thought and the working concepts beauty, elegance, simplicity, convenience, and naturalness. Leading examples of solutions of problems presented by conflicting terms in mathematics are mentioned, such as the " general analysis " of Moore, the " laws of thought" of Boole, the "extensive algebra" of Grassmann, etc. The main conclusions to which Mr. Schweitzer's investigation tends are stated thus: (1) The conceptual working hypotheses of mathematics are the same as those of non-mathematical disciplines; working hypotheses receive, however, a peculiarly mathematical character through discrimination exercised in their application. This discrimination is guided by perceptual working hypotheses: perceptual reconstructions of mathematical conceptions and primitive feelings or images. (2) There is essentially but one working hypothesis in mathematical procedure, viz., the principle of comparison. [June, which K = I, the total variation is JQ -Jc 0 * It is the object of Dr. Crathorne's paper to express this total variation in a form somewhat analogous to the Weierstrassian E-îunction representation for the simple calculus of variations problem. THE theorems here considered are two recent generalizations of the Weierstrassian implicit function theorem,* by Professor G. A. Blissf and Mr. G. R. Clements.J They will be referred to respectively as Theorem B, and Theorem C.
The two theorems are similar in that they both give information concerning the number and character of the solutions of a system of equations in the neighborhood of a point at which the functional determinant vanishes. They are different in that the assumptions concerning the functions fi are different. As is so often the case with similarly related theorems, the ranges of applicability overlap, but neither is wholly contained in the other. § The purpose of this note is to characterize explicitly the four classes of cases: (I) in which neither theorem is applicable; (II) in which both theorems are applicable; (III) and (IV) in which one theorem is applicable while the other is not.
* Weierstrass, Abhandlungen aus der Funktionenlehre, p. 107. t Bliss, " A generalization of Weierstrass' preparation theorem for a power series in several variables, " Transactions, vol. 13, pp. 133-45 (April, 1912) . % Clements, " Implicit functions defined by equations with vanishing Jacobian" (Theorem IV), BULLETIN, vol. 18, p. 453 (June, 1912) .
§ In presenting this note to the Society, I made the statement that Mr. Clements's theorem was a corollary of Professor Bliss's. That this statement was incorrect was pointed out to me by Mr. Clements, who exhibited a numerical example in which the hypothesis of his theorem was satisfied while that of Professor Bliss was not. The example comes under Case IV as treated in this paper.
